Scootle gives teachers access to a wide range of digital curriculum resources. It is a service available to all teachers across Australia. It is managed by Education Services Australia on behalf of the Australian Government and the Australian states and territories.

1. **Register**
   Teachers can register at [www.scootle.edu.au](http://www.scootle.edu.au) and gain access to many thousands of digital resources.

2. **Belong**
   Share a professional learning network in Scootle Community.
   - Set up your profile and highlight your interests and professional goals.
   - Join discussion groups, read and write blogs, ask questions and share expertise.

3. **Connect**
   Join networks that you are passionate about or create your own. Discover events, ask questions, share ideas, connect with educators bringing together rich experiences from diverse communities across Australia.

4. **Reflect**
   Share your reflections and ideas on topics through blogs. Be inspired by guest bloggers and share in discussions about education issues.

5. **Browse**
   Powerful search and browse functions allow you to search by Australian Curriculum and apply filters to uncover a wealth of relevant resources.

6. **Curate**
   Create, annotate and sequence stimulating personalised learning paths for students by organising digital resources into learning sequences to meet the needs of individuals or groups.

7. **Scan**
   Select ‘Direct from publishers’ in your search results and explore other products. Link to free trials or purchase products to add to your collection of resources.

8. **Personalise**
   Use the simple quiz builder in **Improve** to create your own questions and find out what your students know once they have completed a learning path.

9. **Collaborate**
   Flip the classroom and create secure collaborative workspaces through learning paths, bringing the community inside to work together. Users can comment, chat, attach work samples and upload digital materials of their own.

10. **Share**
    Learning paths can be shared with students, peers and educators nationally. Students can access a learning path anywhere, anytime, using a unique PIN to log in and they’re ready to go.

**Contact us:** help@scootle.edu.au

---

**As of November 2013**

- 304K+ users
- 3,242 follows
- 258 likes